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Meeting held with Transportation Association and Convener of FPCCI on “Transport Affairs” 

in APSA Chairman Office. 

 

No NAME Organization 

1 Mr. Aasim Siddiqui Chairman APSA 

2 Mr. Saif Ur Rehman Khan  Convener FPCCI 

3 Colonel M. Iqrar Gul Khan PIL (Head of Road Segment) 
4 Arif Malik Ex President Transport of Goods Association 
5 Ghulam Muhammad Afridi Secretary General Transport Association 
6 Capt. Ibrahim Zaheer khan Secretary  General APSA 

 
The following points are discussed in the meeting: 

 
1. The convener Mr. Saif Ur Rehman briefed that when a container is lost due to any reason, the 

FIR should not be only on trucker till the time ascertained that it is not the mistake of the 
transport company. The transport association is willing to cooperate in this regard and will give 
full support by providing necessary information about equipment. APSA may contact with them 
if our member reports to us. With mutual understanding they will provide all the details of the 
driver and whereabouts of the container to their best. 
 

2. The convener of FPCCI briefed that if any truck accident happen and FIR is lodged, the detention 
should not be on the transport owner and the shipping line must consider this issue since 
circumstances beyond his control. 

 
3. The transport association informed that their trucks arrived at terminal with the container but it 

is stuck as PIA (Past In Authorization) message is not received at the terminal gate. They insisted 
that there should be an arrangement of PIA receiving in the late evenings and nights at the 
terminal gate in advance. The traffic also jammed and stuck up due to above scenario. 

 
4. The transport association informed that when their transport arrived at the designated drop off 

location, the staff at empty yard do not accept the container, and they force shifting of empty 
container to a new location. It should be avoided at all costs. 

 
5. The transport association also informed that the roads’ conditions are very bad especially, at 

industrial areas, road renovation at KPT, Road around SAPT. They request Mr. Aasim Siddiqui to 
assist in this matter. 

Mr. Aasim Siddiqui advised to take up this matter with the FPCCI to resolve the issue of 
the road renovation at priority. 

 
 

Captain Ibraheem Zaheer Khan  

(General Secretary) 

All Pakistan Shipping Association (“APSA”) 
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